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Although the body has changed, the seizure of the house did not
succeed, but was swallowed by the greedy wolf, but the power of the
demon king still exists, and will be used by the greedy wolf as much as
possible.

“But now, Tiangong is showing signs of recovery.”

Greedy wolf narrowed his eyes and thought of Jiang Ning.

That guy didn’t even die.

He really couldn’t understand. He saw Andrewthat day, Andrewwas
obviously dead, how could he still be alive?

Judging from the news he has now, Andrewhas not died, but has gained
some inheritance just like himself. What he has gained is the inheritance
and power of the Demon King. Then Andrewmust have obtained the
Lord of the Heavenly Palace.



The memory in his mind tells Greed Wolves that if the inheritance of the
Lord of the Heavenly Palace is still there, there will be signs that the
palace has returned to the ground to serve Shanxi Su.

Once the Tiangong recovers, the crypt will be threatened with extinction!

How could he let this happen?

Yumeng hesitated looking at Greedy Wolf.

“It doesn’t seem to have anything to do with you, whether it’s a heavenly
palace or a

crypt ?” Greed Wolf is a person who likes freedom very much and
doesn’t like being bound by anything. How can he care about this? What
he pursues is always the limit of martial arts, thinking To be the most
powerful person in this world.

Yumeng knows this very well.

“It used to have nothing to do with me, but now,”

Greed Wolf shook his head, “It’s a big deal .”

“I’m not just Greed Wolf, I am the Demon Lord of the Underground!”



He looked at Yumeng, “I must guard the Underground. , So that the
Tiangong has no possibility of recovery, because once the Tiangong is
restored, the crypt will be destroyed…” Of the

two forces, there will always be one that will perish, and it will completely
disappear from this world.

The previous battle caused heavy losses to the crypt, and after so many
years of cultivation and rejuvenation, it was restored to its current state.

Although Tiangong has been destroyed, even if there is only a chance,
Greedy Wolf will kill this chance in the cradle!

Especially, if this opportunity is in Jiang Ning’s hands, then he needs to
do it as soon as possible, so as not to give Andrewthe slightest chance.

He knew exactly what kind of person Andrewwas. Once he was given
time and opportunity, it would be very troublesome.

Jiang Ning, must die!

Looking at the Greedy Wolf in front of him, his face was slightly hideous,
Yumeng was still very calm, but a little surprised, and said: “You have
changed.”

“I haven’t changed.”

Greedy Wolf shook his head.



“I still love you. This point, no matter what happens, it will not change. I
am always waiting for you.”

His confession has never hesitated, without any hesitation, just like a
word from his heart. No need to organize language.

“You didn’t like bondage before. You don’t care about any rights and
status, but now, you have changed.”

Yumeng said, “What do you want to do for this?”

“Want to kill? Who else are you going to kill? ? “

Wolf looked at her, did not speak.

He walked to the edge of the cliff, looking at the boiling volcano in the
distance, looking at the turbidity and depression in the air. Compared
with the environment of the Tiangong, the crypt is not suitable for human
survival at all, but this kind of place is often the most To sharpen people’s
will.

If only one of the two forces can remain, it can only be him.

If Andrewwants to revive the Heavenly Palace, then he must kill Jiang
Ning!

There is no doubt about it, and there is absolutely no possibility of the
second possibility.



“I will kill whoever blocks me!”

After a long silence, the wolf greedy said domineeringly, “Anyone who
stops me should die!”

He turned his head and looked at Yumeng. The cold eyes exuded a chill,
as if these words were meant for Yumeng. Yes, even if it was Yumeng
who stopped him, he would still die!

“I want to be the strongest in the world, the only strongest!”

Greed Wolf said, “This world, there is only me, standing at the highest
point, and everyone else can only surrender to me, do you understand?”
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That is also the core of Tiangong!

As long as the core of the longevity pool is obtained, it is equivalent to
having endless life.

The Heavenly Palace will no longer be revived, and the Catacombs will
be eternal!

“Come here!”

Greedy wolf turned around and swallowed thousands of miles of rivers
and mountains in anger, with a sound like thunder, resounding through



the entire crypt. The lord of the eighteenth hall, even if he was far away
in his hall, could hear him, and immediately stood at the same time.
stand up.

“Return to your subordinates?

Yiwuran Xiyiranwuyi ? Get ready for battle!” / The wolf-greedy voice, with
a trace of madness and dominance, “Within three days, we will go to the
Heavenly Palace again, and get there, completely Step down!”

He ordered directly.

Going to the Heavenly Palace again is not only to get the core of the
longevity pond, but also to find the corpse of the devil, and destroy the
corpse of the devil as well!

“Yes!” The

Hallmaster of the Eighteen Halls shouted in unison.

Greedy Wolf retracted his consciousness, turned around and sat down
slowly.

In this hall, he was the only one, a lonely vicissitudes of life permeated,
but Greedy Wolf didn’t care.

He needs someone to accompany him, and he only needs Yumeng
alone. Even if the world disappears completely, as long as Yumeng is by
his side, it will be fine.



at the same time.

Tiangong, outside the longevity pool.

Andrewhas been there for a long time.

Harrison and the others are still soaking in the pool, falling asleep,
showing no signs of waking up.

It’s been a day, these guys are too sleepy.

If Andrewcould not feel that the vitality in their bodies was constantly
getting stronger and there was no life-threatening danger, he would have
worried whether anything would happen to these guys.

Time, one minute and one second passed.

Andrewdidn’t know when they would wake up, so they simply sat
cross-legged to one side, comprehending the formation pattern learned
from the Ji Dao fist manual.

As his cognition became deeper and deeper, Andrewfelt more and more
the mystery of these patterns.

This heaven and earth, these four directions, and even this heavenly
palace and underground caves, may all be described by array patterns,
like a special kind of text that constructs the entire heaven and earth.



Just thinking about it makes people feel incredible.

However, Andrewknew that the formation pattern on the fist sheet might
not be complete enough to describe everything completely. He needed
to learn, he needed to constantly inquire, to understand more and
discover more.

Andrewstretched out his finger, drew a picture in the void, and a few
lines of formation flowed around, forming a miniature formation in an
instant.

With a single point of his finger, the pattern radiated a faint light, forming
a smooth mirror, as if looking down from a high altitude, he could actually
see the current situation of the South Estopia!

It seemed to be a camera, aimed at Lin’s villa. He could see Jiang Yao
was playing on the lawn, and the old naughty boy behind him followed,
carefully protecting her.

“It’s really amazing.”

Andrewsaid, “As long as you build a connection between the two spaces
and pass the dense points of information, you can see real-time images.
This is much more powerful than network monitoring.”

No, to be precise, it should be. It is much more high-end, he only needs
to set up a micro formation at home, no matter where he is, he can see
the situation at home.



This is something that technology cannot explain. Even Andrewcan’t
explain it in detail, because it is more of a feeling.

He looked at Jiang Yao with a smile on his face. Looking at his daughter,
the feeling was indescribable.

“Array patterns can describe everything, but feelings cannot be
described and constructed.”

Jiang Ning’s heart was shocked, and he suddenly thought of this.

He has tried many times to build all kinds of things with array patterns.
Houses, cars, and even more complex precision instruments can all be
constructed with array patterns.

But things like feelings really can’t.

Is this a kind of civilization that is missing, or rather, an incomplete
civilization?


